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After 4 months and 13 sessions of classes including mini study group
session during Ramadhan, the PMP Study Group 19 was finally came to an
end. On 18th of June 2002 the PMP Study Group 19 was officially closed.
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From Main Article, the article discusses The Danger of Project Manager
Burnout. We had two PRANKS sessions in July 2022 and in case you missed
them, we feature report of the Events.
On behalf of the board of editors I would like to thank
the contributors of this edition and everyone who
has supported in the preparation of this newsletter. I
hope you enjoy reading this edition.
Rafi Sani Hardono, PMP
Editor in Chief

The Danger of
Project Manager Burnout

Main
Article

I made a huge mistake recently. I had the opportunity for
an employer to share the cost of my laptop. I thought it
was a good idea to centralize everything on one device,
and because the laptop and the network I use is very
secure, the employer was comfortable with having
corporate emails and files on the same device as my
personal files.

email accounts are stacked separately but in a single
column on the left side of my email program, it took no
effort to “peek” at the corporate or consulting email
accounts at all hours of the day.

Not only was there a small financial benefit, but I thought
it would be convenient. Now, all from one device, I can
access emails related to that employer, as well as my
various project management consulting work and even
personal correspondences. My thinking was that I could
simply open the laptop and focus on whatever was most
important to me at that moment. Bad idea!

Multi-tasking on a single device is unwise from a
number of perspectives. While writing this article, a few
notifications have come in. Each one grabs my attention.
Even without an attention-grabbing notification, I’ve
drifted off to “take a break” and looked at breaking news
or acting on a random thought (personal or business)
that popped into my head while writing.

I use my laptop from the time I get up in the morning to
read the news, to the end of the day when I am looking
at whatever is important in that moment (it could be a
personal email or entertainment). This isn’t to say I use it
every moment of every day, but it is used a lot every day
of the week. I indeed get the convenience I was looking
for, but I created a difficult issue.

Needless to say, I “chase the squirrel” for a few minutes
and then return to writing. The issue of course is that I
need to refocus. I would be far more efficient to simply
stay focused on the task at hand,

Email notifications from my various accounts pop up in
the corner of the screen regardless of what I am doing. I
could be happily wasting time watching a YouTube video
about a funny subject and then find myself immediately
drawn to a work issue. The next thing I know, I am rapidly
typing a response. Since I don’t spend a lot of time with
entertainment during business hours, it’s safe to assume
the issue is that I am responding during an evening or
weekend.
I was able to turn off those notifications, which was
helpful—but it didn’t solve the problem. Since the various

It’s easy to say “just don’t look,” but that’s not the way my
DNA is wired. If an email has arrived, the sender can be
sure I will read it immediately if the laptop is open.

The biggest issue, however, is my failure to disconnect.
From sunrise to end of day, I am always tuned in.
While I convince myself that my ability to very quickly
respond to issues is an admirable trait, I really have to
remind myself that I’m just not that important! Getting
my immediate input is not going to have a material
impact on anyone’s life. It’s not to say my various work is
meaningless; it just isn’t having immediate impact on truly
critical issues.
Not disconnecting is also unhealthy. My soon to be
daughter-in-law very recently posted a blog about
avoiding burnout. It started with a definition of burnout,
which is “a psychological syndrome that involves a
prolonged response to chronic interpersonal stressors
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on the job.” She went on to say three symptoms are
overwhelming exhaustion, feelings of cynicism, and
detachment from the job.
I thought to myself, “I must be okay since I certainly don’t
suffer from job detachment.” Then I realized that is part
of the problem. I literally never totally disconnect from
work issues.
She went on to present steps to address the burnout:
1.

Admit that you may be burning out and are
struggling with its symptoms. As proven by
various 12-step treatment programs, change won’t
come until admission of an issue takes place.

2.

Separate your work life from home life. This
has become a huge issue during the pandemic.
So many people are now working from home. A
potentially simple step is to have a work space that
you can physically leave when the work day is over.
Personally, that doesn’t help me. As noted above,
my laptop is used for many purposes, so wherever I
am, work is there with me. The same can be said for
my phone. I do have a separate corporate device,
but it’s either with me all day or sitting in a charger
very close to a family area. The call of the flashing
notification is louder than I am able to ignore. I need
to create a better physical separation.

3.

protect you and the organization. However, if the
answer is “Life would carry on just fine,” then ask
yourself why you are burning the candle at both
ends.
4.

Develop an off-switch. This is my favorite
recommendation. She said “set your out-of-office
reply when you go on vacation, then love and
respect yourself enough to truly be out of office.”
She goes on to say when you take a lunch break (or,
if you can imagine, take a 15-minute mid-morning
break), set any instant messaging apps to “away.”
Let’s be honest: If your work doesn’t involve saving
lives, the issue can wait 30 minutes!

The bottom line is that we project managers see
ourselves as the center of very important work. We
are driven to achieve and take great pleasure in
seeing deliverables materialize. But we must set limits.
Determine what your overriding personal priorities are
and make the necessary changes to ensure you focus
on those priorities.
As soon to be daughter-in-law says at the end of her
blog: “If your colleagues, or worse, your employer, don’t
respect boundaries, approach them about it, or better
yet, start looking for a job where your time and health is
valued.”

Burning out doesn’t just hurt you. Even if your
personal health isn’t reason enough (and is should
be), your employer wants and needs you to be
healthy. Responding to emails at all hours of the
day, including while on vacation, slowly erodes
your mental and physical ability. Ask yourself (or
your manager), “What happens if I stop working
tomorrow?” Neither answer is good. If your
important work would suddenly stop and the
business would suffer, steps need to be taken to

Bruce Garrod
Following 20 years at a large Canadian
telecommunications firm, Bruce established
the project management consulting firm
Solutions Management Inc (SMI). Since 1999,
he has provided contract project/program
management services, been a source for
project management support personnel and
created/delivered courses to over 7,000
participants in Canada, the United States
and England.

Project Management Knowledge Sharing (PRANKS)
On our last PRANKS:
The Pertamina International Street Circuit Mandalika took the spotlight when it launched. Dwiyanto Eko Winaryo was kind enough to
share the story behind the construction and development of it on the
55th PRANKS. Now we know why the specifications of the circuit is so
high and strict in the fulfillment of the aim to be an international-class
race circuit
Meanwhile in our 56th PRANKS we talked about cybersecurity, one of
the things that so many people discussed online. Yusri Amsal pointed
out that to deliver a cybersecurity assessment that is effective is a
challenge by itself. So he explained an approach that can help mitigate
the high risk that is relatable.
If you missed the sessions, you could watch them on our YouTube
channel (PMI Indonesia Chapter).

Click on this link or scan the barcode.

Catch our Next PRANKS:
Register at pmi-indonesia.org
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PMP Study Group 19 – Kick Off

PMI
Activities

After 4 months and 13 sessions of
classes including mini study group
session during Ramadhan, the PMP
Study Group 19 was finally came
to an end. On 18th of June 2002 the
PMP Study Group 19 was officially
closed. The closing event was held
at Graha Mobilkom attended by the
board of PMI Indonesia Chapter,
fellow mentees, committees, and
mentors of PMP Study Group 19.
The event was welcomed Mr. Wisnu
Pratomo, PMP representing the
management of PT Mobilkom as
the host of the beautiful rooftop
venue and also the office of PT
Mobilkom. Mr Crysantus Raharjo,
PMP representing the board of
PMI Indonesia chapter gave an
opening speech to all of the event’s
participants and officially closed the
PMP Study Group 19 event. And not
to forget, Mr. Ficky Bharata, PMP
acted as the interactive moderator
of the SG 19 Closing event.
The event announced Ferdian
Suriaadibrata, PMP as the best
mentee of PMP Study Group
19 where he scored the highest
of both baseline test during the
study group and also had most
contributions during each of
the sessions of the study group
every week. Fortunately, he also
has passed the PMP exam earlier
before the closing of PMP SG 19.
The PMP study Group 19 consist of
43 exam eligible mentees which 25
mentees were active until the end
of SG19 sessions. 13 mentees have
passed the PMP examination so far
until today.
During the event, the PMP Study
Group 19 Head of class and vice

Mr. Wisnu Pratomo,PMP welcoming
the participants of SG19 closing
event and Providing safety induction.

Mr. Crysantus Raharjo,PMP, opening
speech representing PMI board
closing event.

Mr. Ficky Bharata,PMP – Moderator
of SG19 Closing event.
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head of class Aditia Nugraha, PMP and Rasyid Hanafiah,
PMP respectively, handed over the leadership of the
next PMP Study Group Committee to Mira Hidayati,
PMP as Head of Class and Welly Reagan, PMP as Vice
head of class of the next PMP Study Group 20. The
new leadership was elected by voting amongst all PMP
Study Group 19 mentees. All attendees of the closing
event wishing all the best and good luck for the next
management of PMP Study Group 20

During the leadership handover session, the Study Group
Mentees also handed the souvenirs representing their
gratitude to all the mentors and the committees of PMP
Study Group 19.
At the end of the PMP Study Group SG19 Closing Event,
the organizers announced couple of best mentors and
best class committees award to the nominees as follows:

Raisyuli Indria, PMP
Program Board Member
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Brain Tease

Emotional intelligence is one of interpersonal skills that is frequently
used in projects. There are four
key areas for defining and explaining emotional intelligence models.
The ___ and ____ are required
to remain calm and productive
during difficult project circumstances.

a. Self-awareness, Self-management
b. Social awareness, Social skill
c. Self-management, Social awareness
d. Self-management, Social skill

Send your answer to:
quiz@pmi-indonesia.org and win 1x polo shirt or 1x tumbler.
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